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Development of the method of Optimal Control 
by Technological process of Crushing  

Kul'muratov Nurillo Raximovich, Igamberdiyev Xusan Zakirovich 

 

Abstract— The problem of optimal control is qualified by process of crushing of initial materials, as a problem of consecutive decision-making which 
belongs to the class of statistical problems in research work. Process of search of optimum control was approximated Markov by casual process with discrete 
conditions and continuous time. The method of optimum control by process of crushing with the minimum square-law function of losses on each step of man-
agement is developed.  

  

Index Terms— crushing, сrushing sorting manufacture, casual process, Markov process, optimum control, prize functions, large a crushing 
product  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
n modern conditions for the purpose of increase of efficien-
cy of processes of crushing and sorting there is a necessity of 

creation of the automated crush-sorting manufacture (АCSM), 
representing difficult multilevel system [1,2]. The difficult auto-
mated systems include a considerable quantity of the diverse 
elements united by means of branched out mutually intert-
wining communications for achievement of some ultimate goal. 
The organization of process of processing of the information circu-
lating in similar systems, development on their basis of rational 
commands of management in interests of achievement of an object 
in view, a choice of the best mode of functioning of all elements 
and system as a whole is carried out by means of modern 
computers with the developed software. For the purpose of 
creation effective АCSM it is necessary to develop new mathe-
matical methods for the decision of a problem of optimal control 
of process of crushing for the bottom level of technological 
process at stochastic character large the initial material, provid-
ing demanded value large a crushing product at the minimum 
losses of process Managements. Optimal control at automation 
of crushing manufacture should be directed on maintenance of 
demanded productivity and demanded fractional structure of 
a product of crushing [3,4]. 
 

Key parameters of management of crushing units are 
the size of a target crack and frequency of rolling a mobile 
cheek. Crushers or frequency of rotation of a splitting cone for  

 
 

cone crushers. With the size of a target crack and values of fre-
quency, angular speed and eccentric mobile parts of crushing 
units it is directly connected target large scale a product of crush-
ing and parameters of its law of distribution.  
  
 Therefore optimum control in these parameters should 
be carried to the main influences influencing quality of a product 
of crushing, demands carrying out wide theoretical and expe-
rimental researches for the purpose of reception of laws of man-
agement and ways of their realization in the automated system 
of crushing. Frequency rolling staff a crusher and angular speed 
of rotation - cone crushers can be regulated change Pressure of 
a food of an electric drive its simple inclusion or reenergizing, 
and, hence, to regulate large product crushing and, finally, prod-
uctivity of a crusher (see [4]). Nevertheless, for automation of 
process of crushing it is desirable to have possibility of its more 
perfect regulation. However, on to the existing data, a scope of 
adjustable drives in crushers it is limited to experimental units 
thus. There is no systematized data about distribution laws 
Frequencies, angular speeds and eccentric the corresponding 
Units of crushers. It limits carrying out possibility Theoretical 
researches by definition of laws of regulation for Frequencies, 
angular speeds and eccentric mobile units the crushers provid-
ing, along with the size of a target crack of a crusher, receptions 
demanded large a crushing product.  For this reason in the giv-
en work the basic attention is given research management of 
fractional structure of a product of crushing by regulation of 
the size of a target crack cheeks. And cone crushers at constant 
values of frequencies, angular speeds and clown mobile units 
in this connection there is a question on a finding of the best in 
this or that sense or as speak, optimal control of crushing 
process. An ultimate goal of management of crushing process, at 
the accepted assumptions, is reception of demanded value 
large scale a product of crushing which, as shown above, is the 
stochastic characteristic of a product of crushing. It means that in 
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managerial process the automated system will have the infor-
mation only about some average value large crushing product, 
and to suffer damage, owing to a deviation of its current value 
from demanded value. At practical realization of the auto-
mated system of an expense for management of process can 
force to search compromise parity between cost of manage-
ment and damage owing to a deviation from demanded value 
large crushing product. From this point of view the manage-
ment optimality is understood in sense of achievement with 
some accuracy of demanded value large crushing product at the 
minimum value of a total damage of management. 

2 MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 

For the decision of a problem of optimal control, in the 
conditions considered above, it is possible to use results of the 
stochastic theory of management (regulation) with adaptation. 
Assumptions are put in a basis of this theory about process of 
search of optimal control as casual process without aftereffects 
(Markov) [5]. Statement of a problem for Markov processes of the 
decision with final number of steps can be formulated so. Let S 
designates space of conditions of consecutive n-step-by-step 
process so on any step the process condition can be described 
point Sz∈ , and it is possible to choose one alternative from 
the set class and at known function of prize r  and transitive 
function f. If on some step process is in condition Sx∈  and 
alternative ,Aa∈  that this case is chosen it is possible to re-
ceive average prize ).,( axr  further process passes in a new 
condition of space S according to the density of distribution 
set by transitive function ),|( 1 axxf nn+  (alternative assigna-

tion )),( axf n⋅ . It is supposed that transitive function f and 

function of prize r  depend only on a current condition х 
process and from the chosen alternative a. Any of these func-
tions does not vary from a step to a step and does not depend 
on a process condition, on what or from the previous steps, 
from the alternatives chosen on these steps. Let's assume that 
in the beginning process is in set condition Sx ∈0 . Choosing 

alternative ,0 Aa ∈ , we will receive prize ),,( 00 axr  and 

process passes in new condition ,1X  it agree ).,( 00 axf ⋅  

Observing new condition 11 xX =  we choose alternative 

,1 Aa ∈  with prize ).,( 11 axr ⋅  then process passes in new 

condition 2X  in conformity ).(| 1,1 axf ⋅  On )1( −n  - a step 

we will observe condition ,11 −− = nn xX  we choose alternative 

Aan ∈−1  and we receive prize ).,( 11 −− nn axr  Then process 

gets to final condition nX  agrees ).,.( 11 −− nn axf  If to con-

sider that in the end of process a price makes ),(0 nxr  that a 

problem consists in a choice of sequence of alternatives 
,...,,, 110 −naaa  defining the maximum average total prize 

which can be written down in a kind 
[ ])(),(...),(),()( 01111000 nnn XraXraXrEaxrxV ++++= −−                                                         

(1)                         
By means of an induction method it is possible to define a kind 
of optimal procedure so back: 

.)().()(),(sup)( 1








⋅+= ∫ −
∈

iii

s
j

Aa
j xdaxxfxVaxrxV µ                                                                         

(2)                                                
For any condition Sx∈  put ,

00 )(xrV =  and will define 

functions nVVV ...,,, 21  by the formula (2).  
 [ ]{ }aaxXXrEaxrxV nnn

Aa
i ==+= −−

∈
110 ,)(),(sup)(                                                                         

(3)                               
There is the maximum average price received on last step of 
process, if .1 zX n =−  For definition of the optimum initial                        

Alternatives 0a  are necessary for beginning with the end sequence 

.0,1, ..., aaa nn −   using the considered general statement of a 

problem for Markov process of the consecutive decision with 
final number of steps; we will define optimal control of crushing 
process as consecutive procedure also with final number of 
steps and square-law function of losses on each step. 
 Minimization of square-law function of losses leads to the 
optimal procedure of the decision based on linear functions from 
operated parameters, defined in an explicit form. Depending on 
number of operated parameters, one-dimensional and multidi-
mensional procedures of search of optimum control differ. 
Thus at the moment of a choice of value of management it is 
necessary and to provide enough possibility of supervision 
and an estimation of a condition of system which will be cha-
racterized by value large a crushing product. As shown above, 
value large scale a crushing product, defines the size of a target 
crack of the crushing unit, therefore, operating only the size of 
a target crack, it is possible to receive demanded value large 
scale a crushing product. From this point of view search of op-
timal procedure of management in the size of a target crack of the 
crushing unit will be the primary goal of optimal control pro-
vided that the system condition is unequivocally defined only 
by value size a product of crushing at any moment of manage-
ment. Average demanded value size a product is the maximum 
average price received on last step of process, in the assumption 
that large a crushing product in an initial condition is a ran-
dom variable with the normal aprioristic law of distribution. Esti-
mating parameters normal a posterior law of distribution with a 
constant or a variable dispersion in all other conditions in the 
course of operated crushing, it is possible to define the optimum 
law of management of a target crack at faultless work of the 
automated control system as crushing, and also when at manage-
ment the casual error which size depends on management size is 
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brought. Let's consider statement of an one-dimensional prob-
lem of optimization of management by crushing manufacture 
and it is developed mathematical Optimal control models. Let 
−n  the set natural number and 11 ...,, +nXX  - final sequence 

1+n  random variable - values large scale. Values of these sizes 
can be interpreted as a condition of the automated crushing 
manufacture, stochastic system being in this case on different 
steps consecutive  −n  step-by-step managerial process (Х1 - 
initial condition of system, and Х2..., Xn+1 - system condi-
tions on the subsequent steps). Thus the initial condition of 
system is defined initial size a product of crushing which, gen-
erally, is known and is a random variable with the normal law of 
distribution .11 xX =  In conformity, with properties Markov 
casual process, on some step j distribution of next condition 

1+jX  depends only on the present condition jX  and from 

value ju  of some material variable named management. At an 

assumption about absence of casual indignations of the system, 
the considered process can be described the following system 
of the equations:                                

 
),...,,1(,1 njuXX jjjjj =++=+ βα      

                                                                 

(4)
 

 Where jj and βα  - constants, ,0≠jα  ju - the value 

of management chosen after an estimation of condition ,jX  The 

problem of optimal control of process of crushing of an initial 
material consists in definition of consecutive values 

nuu ...,,1  of management by optimal image. Thus the es-

timation of value of management is carried out so that the next 
condition of system bile 1+jX close to some demanded large val-

ue ,0z  However in practical cases of an expense for management 

of crushing process can be that that there is necessary a com-
promise between cost of management and a damage, owing to 
a deviation of current value large a crushing product in a condi-
tion of system 1+jX  from its demanded value ,0z . In this con-

nection, for optimization of value of management ju  on 

mj −  а step, we will estimate some function of damage 

).( jj xλ
  

From the previous remarks clearly that оλ ,  mj −  
step ),...,1( nj = ) it is possible to present the general damage 
on in kind [4]: 

.)()( 22
01 jjjjjj urzXqx +−= +λ                                                                        

(5)                                       
In expression (5) sums of squares first a member in the right part 

2
01 )( zXq jj −+  defines A damage owing to a deviation of cur-

rent value large scale, systems ),...,,1(1 njX j =+  cor-

responding to the next condition where 0≥jq  - non-

negative weight function. The second member of the sum of 

expression of function of damage (5) 2
jjur determines cost of a 

choice of value of management ju  on mj − а step, where 

0≥jr  - the non-negative constant w eight function setting the 

importance of cost of a choice of management. The general 
damage of all process is equal to the sum 

                ∑
=

=
n

j
jL

1
λ                                                                                                            

(6)                                   
Optimal sequence of values of management nuu ...,,1  

is necessary to choose so that to minimize, average value of this 
sum. As in this problem of management there are only a final 
number of steps the optimal choice of sequence of values of 
management can be carried out by means of an induction me-
thod back. We will consider some step )...,,1( njj =  Also we 

will admit that observed value   jj xX =  and it was necessary 

to choose value .ju  the General damage from the remained steps 

of process it is equal 

                                             
.)( ∑

=

=
n

ji
jjj xL λ  

Thus, it is possible to present management of crushing process by 
some consecutive procedure with final number of steps and 
square-law function of losses on each step. Minimization of 
square-law function of losses leads as a result to reception of 
optimal procedure of management. Depending on number of 
operated parameters, one-dimensional and multidimensional 
procedures of search of optimum control differ. Thus at the mo-
ment of a choice of value of management it is necessary and to 
provide enough possibility of supervision and an estimation of 
a condition of system which will be characterized by value 
large a crushing product. As shown above, value size a crush-
ing product defines the size of a target crack of the crushing 
unit; therefore, operating only the size of a target crack, it is 
possible to receive demanded value large a crushing product. 
From this point of view search of optimum procedure of man-
agement in the size of a target crack of the crushing unit will be 
the primary goal of optimum control provided that the system 
condition is unequivocally defined only by value large a prod-
uct of crushing at any moment of management. Last step of ma-
nagerial process (stop), is defined at the moment of equality, with 
certain accuracy, average current value large to demanded val-
ue. Estimating parameters normal posterior the law of distribution 
with a constant or a variable dispersion in all other conditions in 
the course of operated crushing, it is possible to define the op-
timum law of management of a target crack at faultless work of 
the automated control system as crushing, and also when at 
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management the casual error which size depends on man-
agement size is brought.  

3 WORKING OUT OF METHODS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
OPTIMAL CONTROL BY CRUSHING PROCESS 

 
3.1 Optimal control without control system errors. 
 
At one-dimensional optimal control large a crushing product 
we will believe according to defined above that the size of a target 
crack providing, as a result of the management, demanded value 
large a crushing product will be adjustable body. Let's consider 
discrete multistep-by-step process of the decision of this prob-
lem for the purpose of reception of optimal procedure of man-
agement for the cases, different an initial condition of system 
and process of a choice of the subsequent conditions up to realiza-
tion of a rule of a stop of process. At a known initial condition of 
system we shall define ,ii xX = value 1u  of management. In 

the conditions of uncertainty in relation to a kind of density of 
distribution large a crushing product as a continuous random 
variable, suppose, according to the equation (4) that the follow-
ing condition Х2 has normal distribution with average 

1111 ux ++ βα  and dispersion .2
1σ  After supervision 

22 xX =  we choose value 2u  of management. The next con-

dition 3X  then is normally distributed with average 

2222 ux ++ βα и dispersion 2
2σ . Considered process 

proceeds to final condition .1+nX   
Let's designate through )( jj xL average value of the 

sum (6) if ju  and the further values of management get out in the 

optimal image. In particular )( 11 xL  - an average minimum dam-

age for all process, if initial condition iX  there is ix . Let jE   at 

nj ...,,1=  marks a population mean calculated concerning 

distribution of random variable ,1+jX at jj xX =  and a preset 

value of management .ju  If to define function )( 11 ++ nn xL  as 

identical zero functions nLL ...,,1  should satisfy, for all 

,...,,1 nj =  to following expression          
           [ ].)(ln)( 11 +++= jjjj

u
jj XLEfxL

j

λ                                                                          

(7)                               
Using a method of an induction and parity (6), ex-

pression (7) at nj ...,,1=  will present square-law function 
of a kind                                                 

.)()( 1
2

11 −−− +−= jjjjjj cbxaxL                                                                                

(8)                        
As function 1+nL identically is equal 0 it looks like (8) at    

0=== nnn cba  

Having chosen any constant ,δ  can write down for system of 
the equations (4) second the initial moment for size 

)( 1 δ−+jX  through dispersion so: 

[ ] .)()( 222
1 jjjjjjj uxXE σδβαδ +−++=−+

                                                                        

(9)                                                   
Hence, according to (5), 

.)()( 222
jjjjjjjjjjjj qurzuxqE σβαλ ++−++=                                                                   

(10)                                             
Owing to equality (8),  

[ ] .)()( 22
111 jjjjjjjjjjj cabuxaaXLE ++−++=++ σβ                                                          

(11)                                     
On sense of expression (7), optimal value ju  should deliver a 

minimum to the sum of dispersions (10) and (11).            

 
..)(

)()(
22

222

jjjjjjjjj

jjjjjjjjjjjj

cbuxa

qurzuxqxL

++−+++

+++−++=

σαβα

σβα
                                                        

(12) 
Let's define value of optimal control ,ju  Take a pri-

vate derivative on management from expression (12) and will 
equate to its zero: .0/)( =∂∂ jjj uxL  

Receive the equation: 
0))(()( =−−+++++ jjjjjjjjjjjjj bazqxqrqu βααα  

The decision of this equation gives optimal value of 
management ju : 

jjj

jjjjjjjjj
j rq

xqbazq
u

++

++−+
=

α
βαα ))((

                                                                   

(13)                                                      
Let's notice that the right part (13), at the accepted as-

sumptions about character of development of process of op-
timal control, is linear function from a system condition dur-
ing this moment jj xX = . Will substitute value (13) in expres-

sions (8) and (10).  After algebraic transformations will receive 
parities for definition of constants   111 ,, −−− jjj cbα

  
the from 

(8) in a following kind:   

                                                

,
)(2

1
jjj

jjjj
j rq

qr
++

+
=− α

αα
α

 











−

+

+
=− j

jj

jjjj

j
j q

bzq
b β

α
α

α
1

1                                                                              

(14) 
                                               

( ) jjjj
jj

jjjj
j cq

q
bzq

с +++
+

−
=−

2
2

1

)(
σα

α
α

 
For definition under the formula (13) optimal importance’s 
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,,1 ...,, nuu it is necessary for sequence of managements  pre-

liminary under formulas (14) to find all sequence of values 
),...,,1(,, 111 njcb jjj =−−−α  and moving back from 

.0=== nnn cba  The minimum value of average damage 

)( 11 xL  it is defined parity (8) at .1=j  in expressions (13) 

and (14) dispersions )...,,1(2 njj =σ  do not appear. It 

means that at definition of optimal sequence of management’s 
)...,,1( nju j =

 
possible not to know values of dispersion 

large a crushing product, and to operate only with average 
value large, characterizing a system condition on each step. 
Therefore for this case optimum procedure of management 
can be realized, having constructed model of a population 
mean of optimum control large a crushing product. However 
actually the initial condition of operated crushing system 0X  

represents casual value large. 
 The crushing product, having normal distribution 
with average 0x  and dispersion 2

0σ  which is known in ad-

vance (normal aprioristic distribution). In managerial process 
on each −j the step )...,,1( nj =  condition of crushing 

system jX  also is a random variable large the crushing 

product, distributed normally with average jx  and disper-

sion 2
0

2 σσ =j  (normal a posteriori distribution) It means 

that the condition of crushing system in managerial process is 
observed with a constant error. According to system of the 
equations (4) for any choice of management ju  the following 

condition 1+jX  is distributed under the normal law with av-

erage 1+jX and dispersion .2
1+jσ For of admissible values 

0,1 == jj βα  average value large and dispersions for 

1+f  a step will be are defined under formulas:  

jjj uxx +=+1                                                                                         
(15) 

22
1 jj σσ =+                                                                                            

(16) 
  In an index point of process 1=j  value calculation large ix  

by sample casual values large from the normal aprioristic law 
of distribution large with known average value х0 is carried 
out and dispersion .2

0σ  in the same point defines further op-

timal control iu  according to expressions (13 and 14). Values 

large jx  as random variable in all subsequent points of process 

are defined as average values of this random variable on the giv-
en step from normal posterior distributions with average value 

jx  (15) and dispersion .2
jσ  (16) through standard normal dis-

tribution with an average 0 and dispersion 1. At all 

)( +∞<<−∞ xx  density standard normal distribution looks 
like: 

.
2

exp)2()(
2

2
1









−=

xx πϕ                                                                   

(17)                                                       
For a considered case of a constancy of dispersion on all steps of 

management )( 2
0

2 σσ =j  sample of casual value large jx , cha-

racterizing on j - ohm a management step, it is possible to carry 
out a system condition so 

,01 σRxx jj += −                                                                                                                      (18)                                                                               

Where 0σ  - average quadratic deviation large; R - random variable 

distributed under the standard normal law (17). Use of sample 
of casual value large )...,,1( njx j =  on each step of mana-

gerial process with the specified parameters normal a posteri-
ori Distributions allows, at definition of value of optimum 
control under the formula (13), to replace unknown exact val-

ue large jx   with average value large ∗
jx random variable 

jX  on the given step. 

  
3.2 Optimal control with control system errors.  
 

Let's consider managerial process by crushing in 
which on each step of management the casual error which size 
depends on management size is brought in system. This error 
at definition of values of management )...,,1( nju j =  af-

fects not only on average value large a product of crushing for 
conditions 1+jX at a following step, but also on its dispersion. 

Let's describe managerial process in the presence of a casual 
error of management of the following system of the equations: 

)....,,1(1 njuHuXX jjjjjjj =+++=+ βα                                                                                          

(19) 
In system of the equations (19) constant values jj βα ,  and 

management ju  affects the same sense, as in (4). Product of 

random variable jH  and managements 1ju  - answers an er-

ror brought by a control system. With population mean 

0)( =jHE  and dispersion .)( 2
jjHVar η=

 
Initial system it 

is fixed condition 11 xX = . At any set condition 11 xX = and 

management ju  average value of next condition 1+jX  is equal 

,jjjj uX ++ βα  however the dispersion of management for this 

case is equal now .222
jjju ση +

 
Considered a problem is gene-

ralization of the problem solved in the previous point as it is possi-

ble to put 02 =jη  at ....,,1 nj =  If functions )( jj xL  at, 
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....,,1 nj =  are defined, how in the previous point they should 

satisfy to a parity (7). It is possible to show that )( 11 xL -square-
law function of a kind (8). The proof on an induction shows 
that optimal control ju  at ....,,1 nj =  has a kind 

jjjj

jjjjjjjjj
j rq

xqbazq
u

+++
++−+

=
)1)((

))((
2ηα

βαα
 

For considered problems 0=== nnn cba  and at 

....,,1 nj =  factors jj ba , and jc
 
they are calculated so: 
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j

j
jj

jjjj

j
j

jjjj

jjjjjjjj
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q
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+
−
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−

+
+
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+++
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−

−

−

2
2

1

1

2

22

1

)(

1
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)1)((

)()(

σα
α

α

β
α
α

α

ηα
αηαα

α

 

If to assume that errors in definition large a product of 
crushing and a control system error are independent, value 
sample large, is carried out for ....,,1 nj =  by the following 
formulas: 

22
1

2
11 ,, jjjjjjjjj Rxxuxx ησσσ +=+=+= −−+

 

Where ,
jσ  - average quadratic deviation large; −R  random 

variable distributed under the standard normal law; 2
jη  - a 

dispersion of an error of a control system. 
  

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Thus, in work the problem of optimum control is qual-

ified by process of crushing of initial materials, as a problem of 
consecutive decision-making which belongs to the class of statis-
tical problems. 

It is defined that key parameter of management of 
crushing units are the size of a target crack both cheek, and cone 
crushers or frequency of rotation of a splitting up cone and fre-
quency swings a mobile cheek, and also is established that al-
most all parameters of working process including argue a 
crushing product, have stochastic character. Process of search of 
optimum control was approximated Markov by casual process. 
As prize function demanded value large crushing product was 
considered. Transitive function had been defined density of 
normal distribution large crushing product. The method of 
one-dimensional optimum control by process of crushing with 
the minimum square-law function of losses on each step of man-
agement is developed. At consecutive managerial process the 
stop was carried out at the moment of achievement, with the set 

accuracy, average value argue product of crushing of demanded 
value. 
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